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Please Note
IBM’s statements regarding its plans, directions, and intent are subject to change or withdrawal without
notice at IBM’s sole discretion.
Information regarding potential future products is intended to outline our general product direction and it
should not be relied on in making a purchasing decision.
The information mentioned regarding potential future products is not a commitment, promise, or legal
obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. Information about potential future products may not
be incorporated into any contract. The development, release, and timing of any future features or
functionality described for our products remains at our sole discretion.
Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a controlled
environment. The actual throughput or performance that any user will experience will vary depending upon
many factors, including considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user’s job stream, the
I/O configuration, the storage configuration, and the workload processed. Therefore, no assurance can be
given that an individual user will achieve results similar to those stated here.
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An explosion of
what we can know
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is
upon us – an information era where we
begin to scale human knowledge, with
the help of AI systems
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Data has
transformed every
industry, profession,
and domain

102,000,000

100,000

wearables shipped in 2016, growing to
237,000,000 by 2021

new cancer articles published every year

80,000,000

2,200,000,000

MRIs taken every year, up from 3,000,000
in 1980

locations generating hyperlocal weather
forecasts across the globe every 15 minutes

2,581,586

10,000

Emails every second

new software vulnerabilities recorded in 2016, up
30% since 2011

600,000,000

500

forms of malware - with close to 400k variations
introduced daily

hours of video uploaded to YouTube
every minute
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What if you could…

Know

Discover

Know all the options to make the best decision?

Discover hidden insights in your data?

Engage

Understand

Engage in completely new ways?

Understand the big picture?

Harness

Surface

Harness and be in control of more data?

Surface ideas you hadn’t thought of before?
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Watson is the AI platform
for business. With Watson
you can discover hidden insights,
engage in new ways, and decide
with greater confidence.
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Watson is AI for
professionals
Offers unparalleled enterprise and
industry expertise

Gives you choice and control
over your IP and data, with industryleading security

Lives and works on IBM Cloud,
optimized for data and cognitive
workloads

Delivers fast time-to-value, to stay
ahead of evolving trends
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Your data + the world’s data

With Watson you can
harness the power of
augmented intelligence
Unstructured

Structured

Watson can ingest, cleanse, and comprehend
multiple data types. Build off your domain
expertise and the largest base of industry
offerings in the market.

Ingests + transforms

Transform

Apply a powerful suite of Watson services
and APIs to transform your data into valuable
insights. Watson is optimized for robust AI
workloads and lives on IBM Cloud.

Insights + outcomes

Insights

Watson extracts meaning to provide deep insights
and produces powerful outcomes.
Train your AI on what’s important to your industry
gain knowledge and make the most informed,
reasoned decisions.
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Four capabilities differentiate
Watson from traditional
programmed computing systems

Understand

Reason

Watson understands like humans do. Watson reasons. It understands
underlying ideas and concepts. It
forms hypotheses. It infers and
extracts concepts.

Learn

Interact

Watson never stops learning,
getting more valuable with time.
Advancing with each new piece
of information, interaction and
outcome, it develops “expertise.”

With abilities to see, talk and hear,
Watson interacts with humans in a
natural way.
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How Watson learns

Watson ingests massive
amounts of structured and
unstructured data

The dog ran up the street. It got a treat from its owner.

Trains on data to grasp concepts,
semantic meanings, and subtleties
in language

The dog ran up the street. It got a treat from its owner.
pet

Watson learns from inputs
to understand natural language and
extrapolate meanings in specific
business domains

movement

location

food

person

The hamster ran in its exercise wheel. It ate a carrot.
pet

movement

location

food
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With Watson you can_

Accelerate research and discovery

Detect liabilities and mitigate risk

Conduct rigorous, domain-specific research faster,
uncovering insights and new opportunities by
combing through diverse data sources and
extracting the information you find most important.

Understand the written language of threat reports,
regulations, and new findings, keeping your
business up to date and shielding it from risk on all
sides.

Recommend with confidence

Scale expertise and learning

Make more confident, targeted recommendations
by drawing from a broad set of information and
understanding the nuances of your current
context.

Elevate the expertise of every employee by
collecting individual knowhow from across your
organization and combining it with the latest
lessons learned in your industry, creating a deep
source of tribal knowledge that's available to all
of your employees on-demand.

Enrich interactions

Assess and preempt disruptions

Understand and communicate with your
customers and employees around the clock,
responding to their needs with tailored dialogue
and personalized, adaptive experiences.

Monitor the condition of your systems and
equipment at all times, allowing you to catch
potential issues before they lead to bigger, more
expensive problems down the road.
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With Watson you can_

See every detail

Master your domain

Detect fine grain detail in images
with incredible accuracy

Understand the nuance of language and
specific data of your industry, and continually gain
expertise

Recognize signals vs. noise

Evaluate every possibility

Identify and pick out the most important
information from a sea of data

Model scenarios, weigh multiple options
and help you manage risks to choose the best
path forward

Comprehend the meta context

Communicate without limits

Comprehend and correctly answer questions by
analyzing millions of words a second

Speak to people, systems and objects at any
moment in any language, helping you act and
respond faster

Understand every sentiment
and intent

Tailor precise interactions

Empathize and has learned the language of the
written word and emotion

Adapt and evolve communications to engage
with people on their terms
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Watson services

Speech

How Watson sees, hears,
speaks, feels, translates, finds

Text
to Speech

Vision

Speech
to Text
Visual
Recognition

Language

Discovery
News

Natural
Language
Classifier

Empathy

Tone
Analyzer

Knowledge
Studio

Discovery

Discovery
Service
Retrieve
and Rank

Language
Translator
Natural
Language
Understanding

Personality
Insights

Conversation
Service
Virtual Agent

Conversation
14
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Watson Platform
Services
Knowledge Studio

Conversation Service

Create custom annotator components for unique
industries that can identify mentions and
relationships in unstructured data

Quickly build and deploy chatbots and virtual
agents across a variety of channels, including
mobile devices, messaging platforms, and robots

Natural Language Understanding

Discovery Service

Uncover insights from structured and
unstructured data with natural language
processing for advanced text analysis

Rapidly build cognitive, cloud-based exploration
applications that unlock actionable insights
hidden in unstructured data

Foundational Services

Discovery News

A suite of services and APIs that bring the power
of Watson’s vision, speech, empathy, and
translation abilities to your work

Access pre-enriched news content in real-time to
for highly targeted search and trend analysis
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https://console.bluemix.net/catalog/?category=watson
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Customer Music: A collaboration by Alex Da Kid + IBM Watson
to to develop ‘heartbreak’ as the concept for his first song

5

•

Analyzed
years of natural language texts including NY Times front pages, Supreme
Court rulings, Getty Museum statements, Wikipedia articles, popular movie synopses etc.

•

Learned the most significant cultural themes.

•

Understood emotion in music from years’ worth of popular music.

•

Watson Beat looked at composition of songs to find useful patterns between various keys,
chord progressions and genres.

•

Used Watson’s emotional insights to develop ‘heartbreak’ as the concept for his first song,
‘Not Easy’.
Tone
Analyzer

Natural Language
Understanding

Watson Beats

Cognitive Color
Design Tool
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Watson serves up Cognitive
Highlights at the US Open
•

Analyzing mountains of video footage

•

Identify the points and shots in a
match that are “highlight worthy.”
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•

Detecting player celebrating with a fist
pump

•

Analyzing the audio to identify audience
cheering and high levels of crowd noise

•

Understand vital statistics of the match
to recognize how critical a moment is to
the outcome of the match

Visual
Recognition

Speech
to Text

Advanced
Analytics
11/14/2017

With Watson
you can move
millions of
people smarter
KONE moves 1 billion
passengers throughout the world
every day, creating an enormous
maintenance challenge
KONE equipped their elevators
and escalators with IoT sensors,
connected to the IBM Cloud and
Watson, to analyze for wear and
tear, bumpy ride, and misalignments
Solution makes preventative
maintenance possible — saving
downtime for KONE and their riders
Watson IoT

Retrieve
and Rank
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http://machineconversations.kone.com/

Copyright © 2017
Kone Corporation, Keilasatama 3, FI-02150 Espoo, Finland
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http://machineconversations.kone.com/

Copyright © 2017
Kone Corporation, Keilasatama 3, FI-02150 Espoo, Finland
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With Watson
you can redefine
the customer
experience
Staples Easy System with Watson,
allows an office manager
to place an order using any digital
channel – website, call center, email,
text message, or even the iconic
Easy Button
Solution resulted in higher order
frequency, larger average order
sizes, and improved customer
service scores
Conversation
Service

Text to
Speech

Retrieve
and Rank

Speech
to Text

Tone
Analyzer
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With Watson
you can give one
employee the
insights of 1,000
Oil and gas platforms can cost
$500,000 per day to operate, and
require real-time monitoring of
thousands of inputs 24/7 by a crew
living on top of 100,000 tons of steel
in the middle of an ocean
With Watson, Woodside can
analyze data from 80,000 sensors,
1 million documents, and 30 years of
lessons learned from employees
Solution reduces time spent searching
for expert knowledge by 75%
Watson IoT

Retrieve
and Rank

Conversation
Service

Document
Conversion
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With Watson
you can make
banking personal
Bradesco customer support
receives 30,000 calls per day related
to customer support – an enormous
expertise and workload challenge
With Watson, branch employees can
now answer general and complex
questions related to 59 products of
Bradesco’s retail banking portfolio –
with customer satisfaction levels of
higher than 85%
Solution covers 6,500 bank
branches, more than 60,000
employees and is developed in 100%
Brazilian Portuguese
Dialog

Retrieve
and Rank

Natural
Language
Classifier

Document
Conversion
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With Watson
you can file taxes with
confidence
The US tax code is complicated,
dense, and constantly evolving –
every tax return can be filed in
multiple ways that the IRS accepts
Watson is helping H&R Block’s
70,000 tax pros make sense of
74,000 pages of tax code, thousands
of yearly tax law changes, and
Block’s 600 million data points
With Watson, Block’s tax pros can
quickly create highly personalized
solutions to help individuals find
every deduction, credit, and
opportunity they deserve
Conversation
Service

Natural Language
Understanding

Retrieve
and Rank

Tone Analyzer
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With Watson
you can talk to
customers on
their terms
Autodesk was faced with the
challenge of scaling real-time
customer service and support after
shifting to a subscription-based
business model
With Watson, Autodesk created
a solution that supports 20,000
conversations per month and
recognizes 40 distinct use cases,
freeing agents to focus on
customers with complex issues
The solution cut resolution time from
1.5 days to just 5.4 minutes for most
inquiries
Conversation
Service

Natural Language
Understanding
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With Watson
you can transform
personal healthcare
415 million adults with diabetes in the
world – a number that could grow to
642 million by 2040
Cost of diabetes and prediabetes in
US at $322 billion
Sugar.IQ with Watson app features
real-time, continuous glucose
monitoring (CGM) to predict
hypoglycemia 2 to 3 hours in
advance, with an accuracy of 8589%
With Watson, insights drive positive
behavior changes among app users
to control blood sugar levels
Watson IoT
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https://conversation-demo.mybluemix.net/
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https://text-to-speech-demo.mybluemix.net/
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https://speech-to-text-demo.mybluemix.net/
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https://discovery-news-demo.mybluemix.net/
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https://natural-language-understanding-demo.mybluemix.net/
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https://visual-recognition-demo.ng.bluemix.net/
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https://natural-language-understanding-demo.mybluemix.net/
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https://natural-language-understanding-demo.mybluemix.net/
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https://tone-analyzer-demo.mybluemix.net/
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IBM Watson IoT Platform
Make sense of data to optimize operations, manage assets, rethink products and services,
and transform customer experience.

Connect
Connect and manage devices, networks and gateways.

Analytics
Gain insights from information using real-time streaming
as well
as machine learning and cognitive analytics in the cloud and at the edge.

Risk Management
Visualize the IoT landscape, manage risk, and build trusted sources of IoT data
with innovative technology such as blockchain.

Information Management
Integrate information, structured and unstructured, from devices, people, the
weather and the world around us.
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http://discover-iot.eu-gb.mybluemix.net/#/play
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https://ibmtjbot.github.io/

http://research.ibm.com/tjbot/
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Get started
with Watson

www.ibm.com/watson
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Thank you
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Reference
For more details on each Watson service go to: http://ibm.biz/watsonplatform
Links for Watson Live Demos
https://conversation-demo.mybluemix.net
https://text-to-speech-demo.mybluemix.net/
https://speech-to-text-demo.mybluemix.net/
https://discovery-news-demo.mybluemix.net/
https://natural-language-understanding-demo.mybluemix.net/
https://tone-analyzer-demo.mybluemix.net/
https://visual-recognition-demo.ng.bluemix.net/
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https://personality-insights-livedemo.mybluemix.net/
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Reference
Listen to Kone Elevators “talk” with Watson :
http://machineconversations.kone.com/
Watson Beat (Music)
https://www.ibm.com/it-infrastructure/us-en/remix-it-player/
related link:
https://www.ibm.com/watson/music/
Watson Fashion
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/think/2016/04/watson-and-marchesa/
Chef Watson
https://www.ibmchefwatson.com/
Watson for Oncology
https://www.ibm.com/watson/health/oncology-and-genomics/oncology/
Drug discovery
https://www.ibm.com/watson/health/life-sciences/drug-discovery/
Health imaging
https://www.ibm.com/watson/health/imaging/
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Analyze your Twitter feed
http://findyourwatsontalent.mybluemix.net/
Compare two twitter feeds:
http://friendme.mybluemix.net/
11/14/2017

Reference
Watson Videos:
https://www.ibm.com/watson-analytics
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Xcmh1LQB9I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZPXCF5e1_HI
https://www.youtube.com/user/IBMWatsonSolutions
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Backup
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Only IBM delivers an architecture
engineered for disruption
Applications, solutions
and services
Targeted solutions for
enterprise businesses

AI
Cognitive building blocks for
developers

Data
Tools to prepare data
for cognitive

Watson
Oncology

Watson
Cyber
Security

Weather

IBM
Services
and
Industry
Solutions

Watson
Explore
and
Discover

Watson
Virtual
Agent

IBM Risk
and
Compliance

Asset
Management
(Maximo)

Conversation

Discovery

Compare
and Comply

DLaaS

Tone
Analyzer

Personal
Insight

Visual
Recognition

Speech

Document
Conversion

Nat Language
Understanding

Nat Language
Classifier

Knowledge
Query

Ingestion

Storage

Cloud Integration

Analytics

Deployment

Cognitive Micro-services

Governance

DevOps Tooling

Cloud Infrastructure
A highly scalable, security
enabled infrastructure

Networking

Security

Core Enterprise
Infrastructure

Cognitive
Systems

Virtual Servers

Object Storage

File Storage
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Trademarks and notes

© IBM Corporation 2017
IBM, the IBM logo, ibm.com, and Watson are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines
Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both. If these and other IBM trademarked terms are marked on
their first occurrence in this information with the appropriate symbol (® or ™), these symbols indicate U.S. registered or
common law trademarks owned by IBM at the time this information was published. Such trademarks may also be
registered or common law trademarks in other countries. A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at
“Copyright and trademark information.”
• Other company, product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.
• References in this publication to IBM products or services do not imply that IBM intends to make them available in all
countries in which IBM operates.
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